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Amazon notified Parler that it would be cutting off the social network favored by
conservatives and extremists from its cloud hosting service Amazon Web Services. Buzzfeed
News, January 9, 2020.

Dear Parler Patriots,
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As you may have heard, we have decided to dis-invite you from Amazon hosting. We
know you have questions about what this means for your extremist rants, your plans of
insurrection, and your Section 230 expertise, so here are some answers.

I myself do not use Parler. However, my racist Daddy does. How am I supposed to keep him
occupied during the day, if he is unable to access Parler?

There are several options. Older patriots are still welcome to bring their folding chairs
to the town square and yell at strangers. If your daddy is white, this might be the best
solution. Otherwise, you might consider a cell phone pre-programmed with the phone
numbers of city council members and local libtards. If you live in California, New
Mexico, Arizona or Texas, day trips to the border wall continue to be a solid solution.

What about Antifa?

As has been previously reported on Parler, the world is under the control of several
trans-generational crime syndicates and elite death cults, groups whose global power is
dependent upon pedophelic blackmail and Amazon Prime two-day shipping.

Although we understand the decision may be controversial, for business reasons, we
have decided to continue to offer these groups the Deal of the Day, though they will be
required to sign in for the best customer experience.

But aren’t McConnell, Pelosi and Schumer really trying to start an intergalactic war?

We are awaiting confirmation from their representatives, but initial reports indicate
that the planned conflict will be galactic only. We do not anticipate the involvement of
any universes or solar systems. Even if intergalactic, however, our assessment is that
your parleys are not an essential war- prevention strategy.

But this is censorship!

Precisely.

What about the First Amendment?

It’s a good amendment. We fully support it. Oh, and STFU.
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Did Muslim Obama do this?

Not on his own. Soros played a part as well. And Epstein, who is very much alive. And
the shirtless guy with the horns, who is really an Antifa double agent. Betty White too,
who is very much dead but pretending to be alive so she can cancel-culture you from
the heavens.

Lin Wood, Rudy Giuliani and Alan Dershowitz are going to sue you for this!

Oh noooooo. We’re soooooo scared.

Does Parler CEO John Matze really have the ability to make non-alcoholic IPAs?

We think he’s just bragging. We should add that Jeff Bezos does have the ability to make
robots, rockets, and sweet, sweet love to female helicopter pilots (but we’re bragging).

Should I text FREEDOM to 98078 so Devin Nunes can send me sweet little love notes once
Parler is gone?
Jesus Christ, no! Don’t give that creepy man your phone number! Are you trying to get
your phone roofied? You might as well hand your home address over to Matt Gaetz or
introduce your little brother to Jim Jordan.

Isn’t the time for violence NOW?

No, it was then. Sorry you missed the window.
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